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WHAT'S INSIDE?

-  Panel phones with short cables
-  2020 Catalog
-  New FXI-1A video on YouTube
-  Trivia question!
-  Defending your castle

LOOKING FOR ANALOG?
Check out models K-1900-712L and K-1900-812L on our website or DOD 364 and 362.

IP PANEL PHONE with 12” HANDSET CORD

The K-1900-712L-IP VoIP Panel Phone will automatically dial a 1-20 digit programmable phone number each time the handset is lifted. If the call is not answered, the phone will dial up to 3 additional phone numbers. The K-1900-712L-IP phone is designed to provide quick and reliable communication for SIP VoIP phone systems with PoE.

The K-1900-712L-IP phone features a short 12" armored handset cable with an internal stainless steel lanyard for added strength. The short cable and internal lanyard reduces the likelihood of vandalism due to pulling the handset cable out of the phone. This is a cost-effective solution for applications in a high vandalism location, such as Police Stations, Jails, Prisons, etc.

Model K-1900712LIPEWP also comes with Enhanced Weather Protection (EWP) for outdoor installations.

For more information on model K-1900-712L-IP, see DOD 365.

NEW 2020 CATALOG

Start the year off with the...

NEW 2020 VIKING CATALOG

Inside you’ll find:

- Most comprehensive listing of Viking products anywhere
- Quick list of Viking distributors
- Brand new products for 2020

To get your free copy visit: VikingElectronics.com

IP PANEL PHONE with KEYPAD

The K-1900-812L-IP VoIP panel phone can either auto-dial a phone number each time the handset is lifted, or be used as a multi-number auto-dialer, or be used as a standard manual dial phone. The K-1900-812L-IP phone is designed to provide quick and reliable communication for SIP VoIP phone systems with PoE.

The K-1900-812L-IP phone features a short 12" armored handset cable with an internal stainless steel lanyard for added strength. The short cable and internal lanyard reduces the likelihood of vandalism and is a cost-effective solution for applications such as Police Stations, Jails, Prisons, etc.

Model K-1900812LIPEWP also comes with Enhanced Weather Protection (EWP) for outdoor installations.

For more information on model K-1900-812L-IP, see DOD 361.

Also available in analog configuration

See website for more info or scan.

WHAT’S INSIDE?

- SIP compliant and PoE powered (class 1, <4 Watts)
- 2 Amp relay contacts for strobe light control, etc.
- Built-in microphone for silent monitoring
- Discreet compact design
- 5 number dialer that cycles through numbers on busy or no-answer

VoIP Emergency Phone Panic Button
Make a Quick and Reliable Emergency Call

Also available in analog configuration

See website for more info or scan.
TRIVIA QUESTION

The first “ball drop” in New York’s Times Square welcomed what new year?

Everyone who calls, emails, or faxes in the correct answer by January 31, 2020 will be entered into a drawing for a prize.

December Trivia: The 1969 album “My Way” featured what famous singer?

Answer: Frank Sinatra

Congratulations to MARCO ROBLES!

Phone Line Verification Relay

The SP442 is a model VR-1B with a double pole, double throw (DPDT) relay in place of the LED and new software that monitors the line status only. Used in applications when a dry contact closure is desired versus lighting the normal LED.

The SP442 detects when the line voltage goes below 2V for the set detection time, and then activates the relay. When the line voltage goes above 2V for the set detection time, it deactivates the relay. The detection time can be set for 5 to 20 seconds.

The Versatile FXI-1A

Andrew’s new training video dives deep into Viking’s model FXI-1A. The FXI-1A universal paging interface allows you to provide paging from virtually any type of phone system instead of from a microphone. You can also provide background music and electronic night bell over the audio system.

Learn more...
- Integrate your paging system with virtually any phone system
- Suppress background music during paging
- Provide contact closure to activate paging system if not provided by the phone system
- Add pre-page tone to your paging system

Check out the rest of Andrew’s FXI-1A video here

For more information on SP442:
Call 715-386-8861
Email info@vikingelectronics.com
TRIVIA QUESTION

December Trivia: The 1969 album “My Way” featured what famous singer?

Answer: Frank Sinatra

Congratulations to MARCO ROBLES!

MORE TRIED & TRUE FAVORITES...

The first “ball drop” in New York’s Times Square welcomed what new year?

FEATURED TRAINING VIDEO

The Versatile FXI-1A

Andrew’s new training video dives deep into Viking’s model FXI-1A. The FXI-1A universal paging interface allows you to provide paging from virtually any type of phone system instead of from a microphone. You can also provide background music and electronic night bell over the audio system.

Learn more...

- Integrate your paging system with virtually any phone system
- Suppress background music during paging
- Provide contact closure to activate paging system if not provided by the phone system
- Add pre-page tone to your paging system

Check out the rest of Andrew’s FXI-1A video here

SECURE YOUR BUILDING FROM INTRUDERS.

Let’s face it, part-time security isn’t good enough. You need it 24/7. Day in and day out. Year after year. You can’t afford to mess around with wimpy security.

That’s why our rugged entry system and access control gear has been battle-tested to withstand the harshest elements and toughest intruders.

Our innovative designs, tough-as-nails craftsmanship, expansive product line, and best in class customer support have secured Viking’s role as a leader in the security and communication industry for over 56 years.

YOU NEED A VIKING.

VIKING

715.386.8861

VIKINGELECTRONICS.COM

Phone Line Verification Relay

The SP442 is a model VR-1B with a double pole, double throw (DPDT) relay in place of the LED and new software that monitors the line status only. Used in applications when a dry contact closure is desired versus lighting the normal LED.

The SP442 detects when the line voltage goes below 2V for the set detection time, and then activates the relay. When the line voltage goes above 2V for the set detection time, it deactivates the relay. The detection time can be set for 5 to 20 seconds.

For more information on SP442:

Call 715-386-8861
Email info@vikingelectronics.com

TECH TIPS

The SP442 is a model VR-1B with a double pole, double throw (DPDT) relay in place of the LED and new software that monitors the line status only. Used in applications when a dry contact closure is desired versus lighting the normal LED.

The SP442 detects when the line voltage goes below 2V for the set detection time, and then activates the relay. When the line voltage goes above 2V for the set detection time, it deactivates the relay. The detection time can be set for 5 to 20 seconds.

For more information on SP442:

Call 715-386-8861
Email info@vikingelectronics.com

The first “ball drop” in New York’s Times Square welcomed what new year?

Everyone who calls, emails, or faxes in the correct answer by January 31, 2020 will be entered into a drawing for a prize.

December Trivia: The 1969 album “My Way” featured what famous singer?

Answer: Frank Sinatra

Congratulations to MARCO ROBLES!
IP PANEL PHONE with 12" HANDSET CORD

The K-1900-712L-IP VoIP Panel Phone will automatically dial a 1-20 digit programmable phone number each time the handset is lifted. If the call is not answered, the phone will dial up to 3 additional phone numbers. The K-1900-712L-IP phone is designed to provide quick and reliable communication for SIP VoIP phone systems with PoE.

The K-1900-712L-IP phone features a short 12" armored handset cable with an internal stainless steel lanyard for added strength. The short cable and internal lanyard reduces the likelihood of vandalism due to pulling the handset cable out of the phone. This is a cost-effective solution for applications in a high vandalism location, such as Police Stations, Jails, Prisons, etc.

Model K-1900-712LIPEWP also comes with Enhanced Weather Protection (EWP) for outdoor installations.

For more information on model K-1900-712L-IP, see DOD 365.

IP PANEL PHONE with KEYPAD

The K-1900-812L-IP VoIP panel phone can either auto-dial a phone number each time the handset is lifted, be used as a multi-number auto-dialer, or be used as a standard manual dial phone. The K-1900-812L-IP phone is designed to provide quick and reliable communication for SIP VoIP phone systems with PoE.

The K-1900-812L-IP phone features a short 12" armored handset cable with an internal stainless steel lanyard for added strength. The short cable and internal lanyard reduces the likelihood of vandalism and is a cost-effective solution for applications such as Police Stations, Jails, Prisons, etc.

Model K-1900-812LIPWP also comes with Enhanced Weather Protection (EWP) for outdoor installations.

For more information on model K-1900-812L-IP, see DOD 365.

What’s Inside?

- Panel phones with short cables
- 2020 Catalog
- New FX-14 video on YouTube
- Trivia question!
- Defending your castle

Also available in analog configuration.

See website for more info or scan.